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Appendix 1 

 

Matters in relation to fraud 

 

International Standard for Auditing (UK and Ireland) 240 covers auditors responsibilities relating to fraud in an audit of 

financial statements. 

 

The primary responsibility to prevent and detect fraud rests with both management and ‘those charged with governance’. 

Management, with the oversight of those charged with governance, should ensure there is a strong emphasis on fraud prevention 

and deterrence and create a culture of honest and ethical behaviour, reinforced by active oversight by those charged with 

governance. 

 

As external auditors, we are responsible for obtaining reasonable assurance that the financial statements are free from material 

misstatement due to fraud or error. We are required to maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit, considering the 

potential for management override of controls. 

 

What are we required to do? 

 

As part of our risk assessment procedures we are required to consider the risks of material misstatement due to fraud. This includes 

understanding the arrangements management has put in place in respect of fraud risks. The ISA views fraud as either: 

 the intentional misappropriation of assets (cash, property, etc); or 

 the intentional manipulation or misstatement of the financial statements. 

 

We also need to understand how those charged with governance exercises oversight of management’s processes. We are also 

required to make enquiries of both management and those charged with governance as to their knowledge of any actual, suspected 

or alleged fraud, for identifying and responding to the risks of fraud and the internal controls established to mitigate them. 
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Enquiries of management - in relation to fraud 

Question 2019-20 Response 2018-19 Response 

1. What is management’s assessment of 

the risk that the financial statements may 

be materially misstated due to fraud and 

what are the principal reasons?  

Low Risk – reasons set out below: 
• Checks and balances in place within 

Finance and financial systems.  
• All entries and notes within the published 

statements are subject to a tight control 
and checking process. 

• Financial systems subject to annual 
internal audit reviews. 

• Segregation of duties built into systems 
and procedures.  

• Bank reconciliation process separate from 
other activity.  

• Monthly closedown processes and robust 
budget monitoring and reporting. 

• Well defined procurement processes – 
contract procedure rules.  

• Delegation schemes and approval 
processes built into ordering and payment 
systems. 

• Expenditure approval processes linked to 
the above – thresholds set within 
delegation schemes. 

• Tight controls over journal processing. 
• Treasury management policies and 

procedures well established with clear 
segregation built into the investment and 
payment processes 

• Minimal cash transactions. 
• Professionally qualified and experienced 

staff 
• National Fraud Initiative (NFI) participation. 
• Internal Audit provides an objective review 

of financial systems and procedures. 

 

 

 

Low Risk – reasons set out below: 

 Checks and balances in place within Finance 

and financial systems.  

 All entries and notes within the published 

statements are subject to a tight control and 

checking process. 

 Financial systems subject to annual internal 

audit reviews. 

 Segregation of duties built into systems and 

procedures.  

 Bank reconciliation process separate from other 

activity.  

 Monthly closedown processes and robust 

budget monitoring and reporting. 

 Well defined procurement processes – contract 

procedure rules.  

 Delegation schemes and approval processes 

built into ordering and payment systems. 

 Expenditure approval processes linked to the 

above – thresholds set within delegation 

schemes. 

 Tight controls over journal processing. 

 Treasury management policies and procedures 

well established with clear segregation built into 

the investment and payment processes 

 Minimal cash transactions. 

 Professionally qualified and experienced staff 

 National Fraud Initiative (NFI) participation. 

 Internal Audit provides an objective review of 

financial systems and procedures. 
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Enquiries of management - in relation to fraud 

Question 2019-20 Response 2018-19 Response 

2. What processes are employed to identify 

and respond to the risks of fraud more 

generally and specific risks of 

misstatement in the financial statements? 

Council has the following procedures in place, 

and these are kept under regular review:  

• Anti-fraud & corruption policy. 

• Investigation procedures.  

• Whistle-blowing policy. 

• IA programme of work based on risk 

assessment. 

• IA projects consider potential for fraud and 

carry out appropriate tests. 

• Horizon scanning by the Head of Internal 

Audit to identify trends in frauds to develop 

a corporate fraud plan. 

• Financial systems reviews include annual 

data interrogation of payroll and creditor 

payments records. 

• Systems and procedures/ checks and 

balances in Finance. 

• Reporting benefit and CT fraud 

• National Fraud Initiative data matching and 

resulting investigations. 

• Internal Audit perform objective review of 

financial systems and procedures. 

Council has the following procedures in place, and 

these are kept under regular review:  

 Anti-fraud & corruption policy. 

 Investigation procedures.  

 Whistle-blowing policy. 

 IA programme of work based on risk 

assessment. 

 IA projects consider potential for fraud and 

carry out appropriate tests. 

 Horizon scanning by the Head of Internal Audit 

to identify trends in frauds to develop a 

corporate fraud plan. 

 Financial systems reviews include annual data 

interrogation of payroll and creditor payments 

records. 

 Systems and procedures/ checks and balances 

in Finance. 

 Reporting benefit and CT fraud 

 National Fraud Initiative data matching and 

resulting investigations. 

 Internal Audit perform objective review of 

financial systems and procedures. 

3. What arrangements are in place to report 

fraud issues and risks to the Corporate 

Governance and Audit Committee? 

• Requirement to report to the Chief Internal 

Auditor and Section 151 Officer in Financial 

Regulations and Disciplinary procedures. 

• Corporate Governance and Audit 

Committee’s terms of reference include 

 Requirement to report to the Chief Internal 

Auditor and Section 151 Officer in Financial 

Regulations and Disciplinary procedures. 

 Corporate Governance Committee’s terms of 

reference include requirement for annual report 

on fraud work. 
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Enquiries of management - in relation to fraud 

Question 2019-20 Response 2018-19 Response 

requirement for annual report on fraud 

work. 

• Internal Audit reports will raise issues as 

appropriate or escalate them for further 

formal investigation. 

• Issues would also be raised in the Annual 

Governance Statements if they identified a 

particular governance weakness. 

• Quarterly counter fraud updates to 

Corporate Governance and Audit 

Committee summarising progress with 

investigations and outcomes as part of 

Internal Audit update reports. 

• Internal Audit reviewed the Council’s fraud 

management arrangements against CIPFA 

Code of Practice on Managing the Risk of 

Fraud and Corruption. Summary of the two 

reports highlighting fraud risks and issues 

were presented to Corporate Governance 

and Audit Committee as part of the Internal 

Audit update reports. Members also 

received a copy of the full reports 

separately. 

 Internal Audit reports will raise issues as 

appropriate or escalate them for further formal 

investigation. 

 Issues would also be raised in the Annual 

Governance Statements if they identified a 

particular governance weakness. 

 Quarterly counter fraud updates to Corporate 

Governance Committee summarising progress 

with investigations and outcomes as part of 

Internal Audit update reports. 

 Internal Audit reviewed the Council’s fraud 

management arrangements against CIPFA 

Code of Practice on Managing the Risk of 

Fraud and Corruption. Summary of the two 

reports highlighting fraud risks and issues were 

presented to Corporate Governance Committee 

as part of the Internal Audit update reports. 

Members also received a copy of the full 

reports separately. 

4. How has management communicated 

expectations of ethical governance and 

standards of conduct and behaviour to all 

relevant parties, and when? 

Management has communicated expectations in 

respect of ethical governance and standards of 

conduct and behaviour via:  

• References in the Constitution 

• Financial Regulations  

• Code of conduct (members and staff) 

Management has communicated expectations in 

respect of ethical governance and standards of 

conduct and behaviour via:  

 References in the Constitution 

 Financial Regulations  

 Code of conduct (members and staff) 
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Enquiries of management - in relation to fraud 

Question 2019-20 Response 2018-19 Response 

• Declaration of interests/related party 

declaration 

• Policies and procedures, financial 

procedures  

• Some services have specific codes of 

confidentiality / declarations of interest 

• E- Learning module on Code of Conduct 

and Whistleblowing recently rolled out and 

mandatory completion for staff and forms 

part of induction process. 

 Declaration of interests/related party 

declaration 

 Policies and procedures, financial procedures  

 Some services have specific codes of 

confidentiality / declarations of interest 

 E- Learning module on Code of Conduct and 

Whistleblowing recently rolled out and 

mandatory completion for staff and forms part 

of induction process. 

5. Are you aware of any instances of actual, 

suspected or alleged fraud within the 

audited body since 1 April 2019? 

All known or suspected fraud that Internal Audit 

have been made aware of have been 

investigated, records maintained, and Corporate 

Governance and Audit Committee are updated 

quarterly as part of the Internal Audit progress 

update. 

Although there have been individual 

investigations carried out by Internal Audit, there 

have been no material level frauds identified. 

All known or suspected fraud that Internal Audit 

have been made aware of have been investigated, 

records maintained, and Corporate Governance 

Committee are updated quarterly as part of the 

Internal Audit progress update. 

Although there have been individual investigations 

carried out by Internal Audit, there have been no 

material level frauds identified. 
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Enquiries of those charged with governance – in relation to fraud 

Question 2019-20 Response 2018-19 Response 

1. How does the Corporate Governance and 

Audit Committee exercise oversight of 

management's processes for identifying 

and responding to the risks of fraud within 

the audited body and the internal control 

that management has established to 

mitigate those risks? 

The Corporate Governance and Audit 
Committee receive regular Internal Audit 
Progress Reports which includes control 
weaknesses identified in the Council’s 
processes and procedures. Members of the 
Committee are able to call Officers to the 
Committee for explanations / assurances. 

The Corporate Governance Committee receive 

regular Internal Audit Progress Reports which 

includes control weaknesses identified in the 

Council’s processes and procedures. Members of 

the Committee are able to call Officers to the 

Committee for explanations / assurances. 

2. Are you aware of any instances of actual, 

suspected or alleged fraud with the 

audited body since 1 April 2019? 

Internal Audit update reports give quarterly 
updates of the actual, suspected or alleged 
fraud that Internal Audit is made aware of. 

Internal Audit update reports give quarterly updates 

of the actual, suspected or alleged fraud that 

Internal Audit is made aware of. 
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Appendix 2 

 

Matters in relation to laws and regulations 

 

International Standard for Auditing (UK and Ireland) 250 covers auditors’ responsibilities to consider the impact of laws 

and regulations in an audit of financial statements. 

 

Management, with the oversight of those charged with governance, is responsible for ensuring that the Council’s operations are 

conducted in accordance with laws and regulations, including compliance with those that determine the reported amounts and 

disclosures in the financial statements. 

As external auditors, we are responsible for obtaining reasonable assurance that the financial statements are free from material 

misstatement due to fraud or error, taking into account the appropriate legal and regulatory framework. The ISA distinguishes two 

different categories of laws and regulations: 

 laws and regulations that have a direct effect on determining material amounts and disclosures in the financial statements; 

 other laws and regulations where compliance may be fundamental to the continuance of operations, or to avoid material 

penalties. 

 

What are we required to do? 

 

As part of our risk assessment procedures we are required to make inquiries of management as to whether the Council is in 

compliance with relevant laws and regulations. Where we become aware of information of non-compliance or suspected non-

compliance, we need to gain an understanding of the non-compliance and the possible effect on the financial statements. 
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Enquiries of management – in relation to laws and regulations 

Question 2019-20 Response 2018-19 Response 

1. How have you gained assurance that all 

relevant laws and regulations have been 

complied with? 

The Corporate Governance and Audit 
Committee receive regular Internal Audit 
Progress Reports which includes control 
weaknesses identified in the Council’s 
processes and procedures. Members of the 
Committee are able to call Officers to the 
Committee for explanations / assurances. 

The Corporate Governance Committee receive 

regular Internal Audit Progress Reports which 

includes control weaknesses identified in the 

Council’s processes and procedures. Members of 

the Committee are able to call Officers to the 

Committee for explanations / assurances. 

2. Have there been any instances of non-

compliance or suspected non-compliance 

with relevant laws and regulations since 1 

April 2019, or earlier with an ongoing 

impact on the 2019-20 financial 

statements? 

Internal Audit update reports give quarterly 
updates of the actual, suspected or alleged 
fraud that Internal Audit is made aware of. 

Internal Audit update reports give quarterly updates 

of the actual, suspected or alleged fraud that 

Internal Audit is made aware of. 

3. Are there any potential litigations or 

claims that would affect the financial 

statements? 

The Corporate Governance and Audit 
Committee receive regular Internal Audit 
Progress Reports which includes control 
weaknesses identified in the Council’s 
processes and procedures. Members of the 
Committee are able to call Officers to the 
Committee for explanations / assurances. 

The Corporate Governance Committee receive 

regular Internal Audit Progress Reports which 

includes control weaknesses identified in the 

Council’s processes and procedures. Members of 

the Committee are able to call Officers to the 

Committee for explanations / assurances. 

4. Have there been any reports from other 

regulatory bodies, such as HM Revenues 

and Customs which indicate non-

compliance? 

Internal Audit update reports give quarterly 
updates of the actual, suspected or alleged 
fraud that Internal Audit is made aware of. 

Internal Audit update reports give quarterly updates 

of the actual, suspected or alleged fraud that 

Internal Audit is made aware of. 
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Enquiries of those charged with governance – in relation to laws and regulations 

Question 2019-20 Response 2018-19 Response 

1. How does the Corporate Governance and 

Audit Committee in its role as those 

charged with governance, obtain 

assurance that all relevant laws and 

regulations have been complied with?  

Through numerous reports throughout the year 
from both internal and external regulators and 
assurance provided through the governance 
framework underpinned by council standing 
orders, financial regulations and other key 
policies. The Annual Governance Statement 
also gives assurance in this regard. 

Through numerous reports throughout the year 

from both internal and external regulators and 

assurance provided through the governance 

framework underpinned by council standing orders, 

financial regulations and other key policies. The 

Annual Governance Statement also gives 

assurance in this regard. 

2. Are you aware of any instances of non-

compliance with relevant laws and 

regulations? 

No. The CG&AC is not aware of any non-
compliance with relevant laws and regulations. 
Any such instances would be reported to the 
Committee. 

No. The CGC is not aware of any non-compliance 

with relevant laws and regulations. Any such 

instances would be reported to the Committee. 
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Appendix 3 

 

Matters in relation to related parties 

 

International Standard for Auditing (UK and Ireland) 550 covers auditors responsibilities relating to related party 

relationships and transactions. 

 

The nature of related party relationships and transactions may, in some circumstances, give rise to higher risks of material 

misstatement of the financial statements than transactions with unrelated parties.  

 

Because related parties are not independent of each other, many financial reporting frameworks establish specific accounting and 

disclosure requirements for related party relationships, transactions and balances to enable users of the financial statements to 

understand their nature and actual or potential effects on the financial statements. An understanding of the entity's related party 

relationships and transactions is relevant to the auditor's evaluation of whether one or more fraud risk factors are present as 

required by ISA (UK and Ireland) 240, because fraud may be more easily committed through related parties. 

 

What are we required to do? 

 

As part of our risk assessment procedures, we are required to perform audit procedures to identify, assess and respond to the risks 

of material misstatement arising from the entity's failure to appropriately account for or disclose related party relationships, 

transactions or balances in accordance with the requirements of the framework. 
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Enquiries of management – in relation to related parties 

Question 2019-20 Response 2018-19 Response 

1. Confirm that you have disclosed to the 

auditor: 

 the identity of any related parties, 
including changes from the prior period; 

 the nature of the relationships with these 
related parties; 

 details of any transactions with these 
related parties entered into during the 
period, including the type and purpose of 
the transactions. 

The Statement of Accounts discloses the identity 
of related parties and is complaint with the 
requirements of the CIPFA code of accounting 
practice. 

The Statement of Accounts discloses the identity of 

related parties and is complaint with the 

requirements of the CIPFA code of accounting 

practice. 

2. What controls are in place to identify, 

authorise, approve, account for and 

disclose related party transactions and 

relationships?  

 Declaration of interest forms and related 

party disclosure forms  

 Disclosures included within the statement of 

accounts (Head of Finance and Property) 

 Draft accounts reviewed by the CGC 

 Policies, procedures and controls around the 
authorisation of any expenditure are well 
controlled, as evidenced in regulatory 
reports. 

 Declaration of interest forms and related party 

disclosure forms  

 Disclosures included within the statement of 

accounts (all reviewed by the Chief Accountant 

and Head of Finance) 

 Draft accounts reviewed by the CGC 

 Policies, procedures and controls around the 

authorisation of any expenditure are well 

controlled, as evidenced in regulatory reports. 
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Enquiries of the those charged with governance – in relation to related parties 

Question 2019-20 Response 2018-19 Response 

1. How does the Corporate Governance and 

Audit Committee in its role as those 

charged with governance, exercise 

oversight of management's processes to 

identify, authorise, approve, account for 

and disclose related party transactions and 

relationships? 

The Corporate Governance and Audit 
Committee receive the Statement of Accounts 
and seek assurances from officers regarding 
their accuracy. Members are able to challenge / 
query any aspect of the statement of accounts. 
Independent assurance is provided by 
regulators supporting the robustness of internal 
control systems with respect to individual 
transactions. 

The Corporate Governance Committee receive the 

Statement of Accounts and seek assurances from 

officers regarding their accuracy. Members are able 

to challenge / query any aspect of the statement of 

accounts. 

Independent assurance is provided by regulators 

supporting the robustness of internal control 

systems with respect to individual transactions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 


